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Abstract

Even in restructured markets a part of the energy business remains a monopoly and
should be correctly regulated. We present an analysis which reveals common structures
in schemes enacted in UK, Norway, Portugal and recently (on the basis of this study) in
Italy. The identified structure, which we named Multiple Driver Target (MDT) regulation is
a performance-based regulation scheme, which provides incentives for greater economic
efficiency, without creating biases against environmental efficiency. The method relies on
a statistical analysis of the correlation of utility costs and a few 'cost drivers' (e.g. number
of customers served, grid length, sold or transported energy). We discuss how MDT can
be used to set price levels and price changes in the regulatory period in such a way to
correctly match the evolution of costs and avoid awarding unwanted signals to utilities. At
the opposite, pure Price Cap regulation provides artificial incentives to utilities to increase
energy sales (even if this is not economic for the customers nor for society ) beyond the
predicted levels foreseen in the price fixing Rate Cases.

We show that Under MDT regulation the reduction in profits due to reduced sales as a
consequence of DSM is minimised. In so doing this procedure removes the most
important disincentive for utilities to implement DSM programmes since lost profits due to
reduced sales can be substantially higher than direct costs of DSM programmes; once
MDT regulation is in place, also these direct costs can be recovered through a small part
of the tariff. We also discuss how MDT can be implemented with a moderate effort by
regulatory authorities.

1 A full version of this paper has been published in European Council for an Energy Efficient
Economy - 2001 Summer Study Proceedings, URL: http: // www.eceee.org
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REGULACIJA CIJENA U SVRHU OTKLANJANJA DESTIMULANSA l
POTICAJ KA POVEĆANJU PRODAJE ENERGIJE U DIJELOVIMA

MONOPOLA RESTRUKTURIRANI^ TRŽIŠTA ELEKTRIČNE ENERGIJE l
PLINA: TARIFNA SHEMA VIŠESTRUKIH POTICAJA (MDT) 2

Sažetak

Čak i u restrukturira n i m tržištima dio energetskih aktivnosti i dalje živi kao monopol te ga
treba pravilno regulirati. Predstavljamo analizu koja otkriva zajedničke strukture u
shemama provedenim u Velikoj Britaniji, Norveškoj, Portugalu, i, od nedavno (na osnovu
ove studije) u Italiji. Prepoznata struktura, nazvana višestrukim poticajima (MDT)
predstavlja operativno zasnovanu regulacijsku shemu, što osigurava inicijative ka
značajnijoj ekonomskoj učinkovitosti, bez stvaranja predrasuda u odnosu na ekološku
učinkovitost. Ova se metoda zasniva na statističkoj analizi međuodnosa troškova
kompanije i nekoliko "odlučujućih elemenata troškova" (npr. broj opsluživanih kupaca,
duljina mreže, prodana ili transportirana energija). U radu se diskutira kako iskoristiti
shemu višestrukih poticaja u svrhu određivanja nivoa i promjena cijena tijekom
regulacijskog razdoblja na način da se uskladi nastanak troškova i izbjegne dodjela
neželjenih signala kompanijama. Nasuprot tome, sama regulacija cijena osigurava
umjetne inicijative kompanijama da povećaju prodaju energije (čak i kada to nije
ekonomično ni za kupce niti za društvo) izvan pretpostavljenih nivoa predviđenih tarifnim
odredbama.

Pokazali smo da je uz pomoć sheme višestrukih poticaja smanjenje prihoda uslijed
smanjene prodaje kao posljedica rukovođenja potražnjom dovedeno na minimum. Na taj
način ovaj postupak otklanja najvažniji destimulans da kompanije primijene programe
rukovođenja potražnjom s obzirom na to da izgubljeni prihodi uslijed smanjene prodaje
mogu biti razmjerno viši nego direktni troškovi programa rukovođenja potražnjom; kada
se jednom uvede regulacija uz pomoć sheme višestrukih poticaja i ove će direktne
troškove biti moguće nadoknaditi putem malog dijela tarife. U radu se govori i o tome
kako regulacijska tijela mogu uz umjereni trud primijeniti ovu shemu.

1. INTRODUCTION - SHORTCOMINGS OF TRADITIONAL REGULATION
SCHEMES

This paper draws upon two SAVE studies, [9,10] and other research activities undertaken
by the Italian authors under auspices of the Italian Ministry for the Environment, all meant
to analyse the effects of energy sector restructuring and to propose ways to integrate end
use energy efficiency in the ongoing reform.

We focus here on:

2 Cjelovita verzija referata objavljena je u European Council for an Energy Efficient Economy - 2001
Summer Study Proceedings, URL: http: //www.eceee.org
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• the options to integrate end-use energy efficiency in the reform through appropriate
tariff regulatory schemes, and

• the need for removal of incorrect signals which are often present in the regulatory
schemes and which can create strong and unnecessary barriers to the choice of the
optimal mix of supply and demand side resources.

During the historical period when the most important objectives of energy policies were
the diffusion of the networks over the territory and the increase of service quality and
reliability, the Cost of Service (COS) or Rate of Return (ROR) scheme was largely used in
the tariffmaking for the electricity business. This scheme allowed energy companies the
funds needed for the expansion and the upgrade of the system, eliminating any financial
risk3. At the same time it created incentives to overinvest in generation capacity and other
infrastructures (Averch-Johnson effect) and to actively promote the expansion of energy
sales.

In the present phase, the industrialised countries energy policies' priorities are the
reduction of prices for final customers as a result of increased economic efficiency and
the reduction of negative environmental impacts. In order to achieve these objectives, the
more common Performance Based Regulation (PBR) schemes (that is Price Cap and
Revenue Target / Cap) present a number of advantages over COS-ROR and a few
shortcomings. Another ongoing change is the introduction of competition in the
generation segment and in part or all of the retail sale segment. Hence tariff regulation is
being applied to the remaining monopoly parts of the business, that is transmission,
distribution, and retail sale to captive customers.

Within the class of PBR schemes, Price Caps have received attention in the last decade,
being judged able to promote costs reduction and productivity increase. In fact a Price
Cap is set at year zero in such a way to cover energy company costs and provide a fair
rate of return. Then for a certain number of years (regulatory lag) the Price Cap Plim is
driven by an inflation index I minus a productivity factor X established by the regulator,
without explicit connection to costs, according to the formula P:im, = P|im M * (1+l-X).

Under this arrangement utilities are allowed to increase their profits by reducing costs for
all the duration of the regulatory lag. This is the most important positive feature of price
cap schemes as well as of all other performance-based regulation schemes, including the
MDT scheme presented later. All these schemes give incentives to companies to become
more efficient in economic terms over time. At the beginning of the following regulatory
period the regulator can transfer (partially or completely) those efficiency gains to
customers in form of price or bill reductions.

However, in their pure form, Price Caps provide even stronger disincentives to utilities to
promote energy efficiency than ROR regulation. There are two reasons:

• it is advantageous to the utility to minimise all costs associated with the core activity
(including elimination of activities not necessarily associated with the core activity,

3 Sometimes the COS-ROR regulation has been flanked by public subsidised investments both for
building new plants and for the establishment of energy "political prices".
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such as energy efficiency programs or higher cost renewable). For example during
the '94 - 95 process for the revision of the Price Cap mechanism introduced a few
years earlier, the Office of Electricity Regulation (OFFER) UK wrote: "My proposals
also include two new energy efficiency measures. One will encourage companies to
reduce electricity losses4. The other will remove any artificial disincentive to the
companies promoting schemes to help customers use electricity more
efficiently." [3].

• it is additionally advantageous to expand sales whenever marginal cost of production
is less than the Price Cap (exactly as in the case of ROR discussed above); lowering
sales (e.g through improved end-use efficiency) generates less revenues and profits
(Figure 1.).

In the segments of Transmission, Distribution and Retail Sale, costs are not directly
proportional to sales volume, but are connected to a various degree to other variables
(see section "The Multiple Drivers Target Schemes" for more detail). Hence a pure Price
Cap, which establishes a pure proportionality between sales volumes and revenues (the
proportionality coefficient being the price of a single unit of energy sold), produces higher
profits than allowed by the Regulator (normal profits) when during the regulatory lag sales
grow higher than the forecasted level used by the Regulator to establish the year zero
price. Conversely, if sales volume end up being lower than forecasted, the energy
company would suffer financial losses. This creates a very strong incentive to increase
sales, even when this is not economic for customers and society, that is in cases when
other alternatives, like reducing end use consumption through energy efficient
technologies, prove to be a cheaper way to deliver the services required by customers
and society.

See for example [2]: "There has been some concern that the present form of price
control5 provides an artificial incentive to the RECs (Regional Energy Companies) to
sell more units, when in fact a more economic way of meeting customer's
requirements might be through investments to reduce the amount of energy
required. The changes I propose reduce to about one fifth the unit-related term".

This "artificial incentive" to increase sales can produce a non optimal allocation of capital
between the supply and the demand side, and an unnecessary increase of energy
consumption and of the national energy bill (also when unit prices decrease), which in
turn may result in excessive profits of energy companies. Therefore the Price Cap does
not satisfy either the objective to reduce "total cost" of energy supply nor the
environmental objectives that can be reached in general with a reduction of energy
consumption.

For this reason often additional mechanisms have been introduced to correct the Price
Cap: profit sharing, Energy Efficiency Demand Side Management (EE-DSM) cost
recovery, EE-DSM obligations and/or incentives. These mechanisms, however, even
though they can mitigate some negative aspects of Price Cap regulation, and reduce the

4 Resistance losses on the grid
5 Which was a pure Price Cap at that time (Note of the authors)
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bias against EE-DSM activities, still cannot eliminate the incentive to increase sales.
Under these mechanisms a company can find profitable to perform EE-DSM programmes
targeted to increase efficiency in certain end-uses, and at the same time engage in
marketing efforts to promote the expansion of energy consumption in other end uses.

Some Regulators have, instead of the Price Cap, introduced a Revenue Cap (or Revenue
Target) regulation, achieving not only the elimination or reduction of incentives to
increase sales, but also a positive signal to the realisation of EE-DSM actions and to the
stabilisation of the national bill (Figure 1).

Extra-profits / Losses with PURE PRICE CAP

Revenues
according to a
Pure Price Cap"

Revenues
and costs

Revenues
according to a
Multiple Drivers
Target

sales down Un/tssoldat
yearO

sales up

Figure 1. Changes in revenues and profits due to changes in sales volume with
respect to predicted levels, under a pure Price-Cap regulation.

Regulations setting a target are constituted of:

• a formula which describes the evolution with time of the allowed revenues or prices
• and a mechanism for reconciling the actual revenues to the revenue target in a

certain year, through a change in tariffs the following year.

In practice, under target regulation energy companies will have to slightly reduce tariffs in
year x+1 if in year x they collected more revenues than allowed by the target, and will
slightly increase tariffs in year x+1 if in year x they collected less revenues than allowed
by the target. This reconciling mechanism is what distinguishes a target regulation
from a cap regulation where the mechanism works only in the direction of reducing
excessive revenues.

However, the practical application of Pure Revenue Caps/Targets can introduce a new
problem, that is the possibility of higher prices and profits fluctuations when sales level
varies under events which are not under control of the energy company.
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2. THE MULTIPLE DRIVERS TARGET SCHEME

One main reason for the drawbacks of the Price Caps and Revenue Caps/Targets is the
fact that the formulas and the ways they are revised annually are too simple in either
cases. Simplicity is advantageous on one hand but limits on the other hand the extent to
which price or revenue evolution can reflect unit or total cost evolution over time.

The statistical analysis carried out in [9], as well as other recent studies (e.g. [5]), have
investigated the evolution of costs over time for network companies and identified
that this evolution is correlated with a number of variables (typically energy sales or
peak load, number of served customers, grid length) and not only with sales volume
(Figure 2.). Hence if the goal is to obtain a price or revenue evolution over time which
reflects the costs evolution, it is necessary to link the modification of the level of allowed
price or revenues to all of these variables6

Both on the basis of these analyses and because of the objective of removing the undue
incentives to increase sales, a number of Regulators have introduced new regulation
schemes which are based on the use of a larger set of variables to determine the
evolution of a price or revenue cap/target over time. These new regulation schemes have
been introduced in UK in '94, and later on in Portugal, Norway, New South Wales
(Australia). Most recently (December 1999), and also as a consequence of the analysis
conducted by the authors, this new scheme has been adopted in Italy for distribution and
retail to non domestic captive customers7. The State of Oregon (USA) also adopted in
1998 a MDT scheme for Distribution tariffs, which is not analysed here.

In spite of sharing the feature of setting a target (instead of a cap) and linking its evolution
to additional variables (beyond inflation index I and required productivity increase X, and
eventually sales volume) these new schemes have been presented under old names
which no more reflect with accuracy their features. The scheme introduced in UK in '94
continues to be called Price Cap and so does the Italian scheme, while the Norway and
New South Wales schemes are presented as Revenue Caps.

In the following we will use the expression "Multiple Drivers Target schemes" which we
first proposed in [9] to indicate these new generation of tariff regulations schemes.

6 Pure Price Cap regulation links the revenues only with the volume of sales; the Pure Revenue
Cap/Target regulation breaks down the link between revenues and all previous variables; the
Revenue Per Customer CaprTarget regulation links the revenues only with the number of
customers.
7 It would have been advisable to use this scheme for all the distribution tariffs, that is the tariffs for
the use of the distribution grid both by eligible and non eligible customers.
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Figure 2. Relationship between base operating costs for a number of Distribution
companies in UK and a composite variable attaching a weight of 0.7 (or 70
per cent) to the number of customers, 0.15 to the number of units distributed
and 0.15 to the length of network [5].

2.1. A dvantages of M D T schemes

During the study [9] a number of advantages of a Multiple Drivers Target regulation over
a Price Cap regulation have emerged from the analyses. We briefly schematise these
advantages in the following.

Advantages in respect to Performance inducement:

• Incentives to reduce costs, and increase economic efficiency are the same or better
as with Price Caps and Revenue Target/Caps. This is due to the presence of the
productivity increase index, X, and the absence of a link between real costs incurred
during the time lag and the target value for revenues. The target is linked to the
evolution of cost drivers according to the correlation observed in the past; the
company has an incentive to change this correlation in the future towards greater
economic efficiency since the efficiency gains during the regulatory lag will translate
into profits. (Figure 3.).

• Other performance indexes (for quality of service, grid losses, ...) can be introduced,
as in the case of Price Caps and Revenue Targets/Caps.

Advantages in respect to Energy Companies' profits:
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Higher stability of profits with respect to changes in total energy sales due to EE-DSM
actions performed by the company itself or due to external causes (i.e. reduction in
sales due to energy efficiency actions of other actors), compared to other PBR
regulation. Thus the MDT regulation reduces also the risks of obstructionism by
energy companies towards energy efficiency actions carried out by other
actors (public as national or local governments or private) and allows for the
possibility of cooperation (Figure 3.).

Profits variation versus changes in energy consumption
(qualitative comparison between different regulation schemes)

Variation
in profits

per customer

Revenue Target

NUtipte Diver
Target

Rice Cap

Figure 3.

Variation in oonsurrption per customer

Variations in profits versus variation in consumption per customer, under
different regulation schemes.

Advantages in respect to Energy Efficiency promotion:

• Reduction of artificial disincentives to promote Energy Efficiency Demand Side
Management embedded in the pure Price Cap regulation.

• Increase of the range of Demand Management and Energy Efficiency options which
are commercially feasible, compared to Price Cap.

• Reduction of artificial incentives to sell more, embedded in the pure Price Cap
regulation.

These effects are illustrated in Figure 4. During the regulatory lag under MDT regulation
revenues will evolve in line with the expected evolution of costs, plus a "reasonable" profit
allowed by the regulator. The expected evolution of costs is the evolution which would
take place according to the correlation among costs and cost drivers (not only kWhs, but
also number of customers, grid length,...) as observed in the past. If the correlation has
been correctly calculated and remains unchanged during the regulatory lag, the company
will earn the profit level allowed by the regulator both in the case that sales would be
higher or lower than expected. This ensures that the company has no incentive to
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increase sales beyond expected levels in order to enjoy higher profits, and no
disincentive to reduce sales through EE-DSM.

But, importantly, the company has an incentive to reduce costs below what is predicted
by past correlation with cost drivers, that is has an incentive to increase its economic
efficiency compared to past performances, in order to obtain additional profits.

Extra-profits / Losses with MULTIPLE DRIVERS TARGET

' Revenues
and costs

Costs.

Costs with a
productivity
increase

Revenues according
to a Multiple Drivers
Target

Units sold

sales down
Units sold at

yearO sales up

Figure 4. During the regulatory lag, under MDT, the evolution of allowed revenues
follows the evolution of costs expected through the correlation with cost
drivers; the difference between the two represents the allowed profits.

Advantages in respect to bills:

• Promotes stabilisation or decrement of National bill and single customer bill through
increased end-use energy efficiency.

Advantages in respect to Energy Companies' market strategies:

• Higher flexibility for Energy companies in the choice and integration of profit-
maximising strategies, since the Companies to increase their profits can mix:

reduction of costs compared to past performances

action for energy efficiency in some end-uses, which are not restricted to end
uses mainly concentrated during peak times as it happens under a pure Price
Cap regulation
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Which sales (q) variation maximizes Utility's profits (II)?
Qualitative comparison of different regulation
schemes

Profits increase
when sales
INCREASE

Profits increase
when sales
DECREASE

Multiple Driv
Target

Sales
increase
is profitable

Marginal cast
of energy /

End-use
efficiency
increase
is profitable

End-Use OFF-PEAK
(LOWER Marginal
costs of Energy)

End-Use ON PEAK
(HIGHER Marginal

costs of Energy)

Figure 5. Variation of Profit with sales versus marginal cost of energy.

Which action is profitable for Energy companies
under which Regulation Sheme

End-use
OFF-PEAK

End-use
ON-PEAK

End-uses for which
SALES INCREASE
is profitable

End-uses for which
ENERGY
EFFICIENCY is
profitable

Price Multiple Revenue
Cap Driver Target

Target

Figure 6. The range of end use energy efficiency actions which are profitable for a
company increases when switching from a price cap to a Multiple Drivers
Target or a Revenue Target.

Multiple Drivers Target schemes can ease the implementation of obligations to implement
EE-DSM (mandated savings targets are in place in a number of countries: e.g. England
and Wales, Denmark, and since April 2001, Italy). When both obligations and MDT are
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present energy companies have "the duty and ability" [2] to activate cost-effective
Demand Side Resources (and thus contribute to reduce the national energy bill and
negative environmental impact) without decreasing their profits, and in some cases
increasing them.

3. IMPLEMENT A TION ISSUES

Multiple Drivers Target schemes are in general simple to understand and realise, since
they can be obtained through a modification of the Price Cap basic formulas. The annual
application requires the knowledge of very simple parameters in addition to the
requirements of pure Price Cap regulation, like the customers' number (total or split into
different classes) and/or the grid length of the different energy companies.

During the rate case, it will be necessary to identify the value of different cost drivers and
their coefficients, e.g. by means of statistical analysis and/or data envelopment
(benchmarking) analysis [1]. These coefficients could be equal for all utilities or different,
depending on the result of the analysis. The calculation of annual variation of the
authorised revenues will then be straightforward, requiring only the estimate of the values
of some cost drivers. For example if 0 is equal to 0.5 and the annual variation in the
number of customers is 10 percent, other quantities being equal, the company will be
authorised to collect revenues which are 5 percent higher than in the previous year.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion Multiple Drivers Target Schemes, when properly applied:

• give powerful incentives for economic efficiency on the supply-side
• ensure customer protection and satisfaction
• decrease the artificial incentives to increase sales and the bias against EE-DSM
• allow the inclusion of direct costs of EE-DSM programmes in the rates
• are slightly more difficult to administer compared to PCR, and at least initially cause

more or less the same costs of the regulatory authority as ROR

So Multiple Drivers Target schemes can harmonise the pursuing of energy companies
economic interests, of cost reduction and of end use energy efficiency, while at the same
time keeping the regulatory burden reasonably low.

Our results indicate that MDT regulation for monopoly segments of electricity and gas
sector should be part of every package of actions meant to incorporate energy efficiency
into the restructuring process. In order to achieve a large-scale implementation of the
cost-effective EE-DSM programmes, we recommend to include the Multiple Drivers
Target regulation.

Finally it's worth to remark into a wider mix of policies, such as those described in
Wuppertal Institute et al. (2000), that the regulation of average prices or total revenues
for energy companies according e.g. to a MDT, does not determine the specific form of
tariffs (prices) for final customers. For example, while revenues to a network company
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can be correctly made relatively independent from sales volume, prices to final customers
can be made directly proportional to consumption (no or small fixed and per kW charges)
or even progressive with consumption (see for example [10]), and such to reflect marginal
costs of energy supply, including possibly "external costs".
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